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Large Angular Scale Anisotropy in Cosmic Microwave Background Induced by Cosmic Strings
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We simulate the anisotropy in the cosmic microwave background (CMB) induced by cosmic strings.
By numerically evolving a network of cosmic strings we generate full-sky CMB temperature anisotropy
maps. Based on 192 maps, we compute the anisotropy power spectrum for multipole moments, # 20.
By comparing with the observed temperature anisotropy, we set the normalization for the cosmic
string mass per unit lengthm, obtainingGmyc2  1.0510.35

20.20 3 1026, which is consistent with all other
observational constraints on cosmic strings. We demonstrate that the anisotropy pattern is consistent
with a Gaussian random field on large angular scales. [S0031-9007(96)01306-3]

PACS numbers: 98.70.Vc, 98.80.Cq
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Cosmic strings are topological defects which may ha
formed in the very early Universe and may be responsi
for the formation of large-scale structure observed in
Universe today [1]. In order to test the hypothesis th
the inhomogeneities in our Universe were induced
cosmic strings one must compare observations of
Universe with the predictions of the cosmic string mod
This Letter presents results of detailed computations
the large angular scale cosmic microwave backgrou
(CMB) anisotropies induced by cosmic strings [2]. The
predictions are compared to the large-scale anisotro
observed by the Cosmic Background Explorer (COB
satellite. Because the predicted temperature perturbat
are proportional to the dimensionless quantityGmyc2

where G is Newton’s constant andc the speed of light,
one may constrain the value ofm, the mass per unit length
of the cosmic strings. We believe that our estimate ofm

is the most accurate and reliable to date.
Our methodology for computing the large angle anis

tropy is to simulate the evolution of random realizations
a cosmic string network [3]. From these network simu
tions we construct the temperature anisotropy pattern s
by various observers within the simulation volume. W
have evolved the strings from a redshiftz  100 to the
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present, in a cubical box whose side length is twice t
Hubble radius at the end of the simulation. This large b
assures us that the anisotropy pattern is unaffected by
finite simulation volume.

In order to obtain the large dynamic range required
these simulations we have used a new technique wher
the number of segments used to represent the st
network decreases as the simulation proceeds. We h
conducted tests of this method by comparing sma
simulations, with and without decreasing the numb
of segments: the average long string energy density
unaffected; the distribution of coherent velocities (th
string velocity averaged over a particular length scale)
preserved down to scales smaller than 1y100 of the hori-
zon radius; the effective mass per unit length of string (t
energy in string averaged over a particular length sca
is preserved down to scales smaller than 1y100 of the
horizon radius. The decrease in the number of segme
was regulated so that on the angular scales of interest
simulation provided a good representation of the cosm
string network. Here we are interested in comparing w
data from the COBE differential microwave radiomet
(DMR) which measures the anisotropy convolved wi
an approximately 7± FWHM beam [4]. Our contact
© 1996 The American Physical Society 3061
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with these data is through COBE’s predicted correlatio
function at the 10± angular scale.

The temperature patterns are computed using a d
cretized version of the integral equation

DT
T

sn̂, xobsd 
Z

d4x Gmnsn̂, xobs, xdQmnsxd , (1)

whereQmn is the stress-energy tensor of the string at 4
positionx, xobs is the 4-position of the observer, andn̂ indi-
cates the direction of the arrival of photons on the celest
sphere. Our results apply only if the present spatial cu
vature and cosmological constant are small since we u
a Green’s functionGmn appropriate to a matter-dominated
Einstein-deSitter cosmology [5]. While the Universe is no
entirely matter dominated at redshifts close to recombin
tion szrec ø 1100d, the approximation is justified because
we show below that the large-scale anisotropies are p
marily produced atz & 100. Hydrodynamical effects at
recombination, which only slightly affect the large angl
anisotropy, are not included here. Instead we assume t
the photons are comoving with the dark matter at recomb
nation. We have used the ansatz of local compensation
as the initial condition for the perturbations of the matte
distribution.

We have generated three independent realizations
the cosmic string network. For each realization we ha
computed the fractional CMB temperature perturbatio
sDTyT d sn̂, xobsd, in 6144 pixel directions,̂n, on the celes-
tial sphere of 64 observers distributed uniformly through
out each simulation box. This computational scheme giv
DTyT smoothed on about the size of the pixels whic
are 3.5± or smaller [7]. One of these temperature maps
shown in Fig. 1. This temperature map has been smooth
with a 10± FWHM beam to permit direct comparison with
the published COBE sky maps [7]. Note that these pu
lished maps have structure on angular scales smaller th
10±; this is receiver noise.

FIG. 1(color). The temperature anisotropy map for one
192 realizations of the cosmic string induced CMB anisotrop
patterns which we have generated for this Letter. This is
equal area, all-sky map using a Hammer-Aitoff projection. Th
map has been smoothed with a 10± FWHM Gaussian beam.
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Each temperature map may be expressed in terms of the
scalar spherical harmonicsY,m on the sphere,

DT
T

sn̂, xobsd 
X̀
,0

,X
m2,

a,msxobsdY,msn̂d . (2)

In this Letter we only consider coefficientsa,m with , #

20. For , . 20 the error due to finite pixel size and grid-
ding effects is larger than 10%. In Ref. [8] we consider
how to correct the large, harmonics for discretization
effects.

For each map we construct the multipole moments

bC, 
1

2, 1 1

,X
m2,

ja,msxobsdj2. (3)

The monopole and dipole momentss,  0, 1d are dis-
carded because they contain no useful information. The
mean and variance of,s, 1 1dbC, for 2 # , # 20 is plot-
ted in Fig. 2 in units ofsGmyc2d2. We see that the mean
spectrum is roughly flat, with,s, 1 1dbC, , 350sGmyc2d2

for , & 20.
The standard estimator for the ensemble-averaged corre-

lation functionbCsgd of DTyT at angleg may be expressed
in terms of thebC,. We smooth the temperature pattern first
with the average DMR beam model window functionG,

(tabulated values are given in [9]) which is approximately
a 7± beam, and second with a 7± FWHM Gaussian win-
dow functionW,s7±d, for an effective smoothing on angu-
lar scalesusmooth  10±:

bCsg, 10±d 
20X

,2

2, 1 1
4p

bC,jG,j
2jW,s7±dj2P,scosgd ,

W,sud  exp

µ
2

,s, 1 1d
ln 2

sin2 u

4

∂
.

(4)

FIG. 2. Plotted is the,s, 1 1dbC, angular power spectrum for
the anisotropies from our realizations. The central dot gives
the mean for all 192 observers while the symmetric error bars
give the rms variation between different observers.
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Here theP, are Legendre polynomials. By neglecting, .

20 we would underestimate this sum forusmooth , 10±.
We compute the correlationbCs0±, 10±d at the angleg  0±

from our cosmic string simulations and compare it with t
same quantity as estimated by the COBE team from
COBE data.

We expect that most of the anisotropy on a particu
angular scale is seeded by the strings near the time w
the projection of the coherence length of the string n
work subtends that angle on the celestial sphere [10–
Since the coherence length of the string network gro
with time, we expect anisotropies on small angular sca
to be seeded at early times, and the large angle anisotro
to be seeded at late times. We have constructed t
perature maps which include only a part of the tempo
evolution of the string network, from a redshiftz to the
present. By considering the convergence ofbCs0±, 10±d as
z increases we may determine what redshift range is
quired to accurately determinebCs0±, 10±d. In Fig. 3 we
plot the average value ofbCs0±, 10±d in units of sGmyc2d2

for 64 observers in each of three string simulations a
function of z. We see thatbCs0±, 10±d receives its domi-
nant contribution within a redshiftz , 20, although there
is continued growth throughz , 100. Two independent
models of the temperature correlation function indicate t
by neglecting the contribution of cosmic strings in the re
shift range100 , z , zrec we underestimatebCs0±, 10±d.
The underestimate in the smoothed autocorrelation fu
tion is 18% according to the semianalytical model of Be
nettet al. [11], and 25% according to the analytical mod
of Perivolaropoulos [12]. We use the latter, more cons
vative model to extrapolate our results, valid toz  100,
out to the redshift of recombination.

FIG. 3. Plotted is the rms anisotropy after smoothing with
effective 10± smoothing beam versus the maximal redshift,z,
for which strings have been included. The different curv
give the mean value of rms anisotropy averaged over the
observers in each of the three cosmic string simulations. Lo
compensation has been applied at each starting time.
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We may normalize the cosmic string mass per uni
length m by matching estimates ofbCs0±, 10±d from
COBE-DMR with our predictions. The COBE-DMR four
year sky maps yieldbCs0±, 10±d  fs29 6 1 mKdyTg2

[14] with mean temperatureT  2.728 6 0.002 K [15].
Our simulations indicate that atz  100, bCs0±, 10±d 
82 6 19sGmyc2d2 where the 619 gives the cosmic
variance between the different observers in all three of ou
simulations. The analytic model [12] predicts that atzrec,bCs0±, 10±d  103 6 24 6 20sGmyc2d2, where the624
is the new cosmic variance. The620 is a conservative
systematic error composed of a,10% uncertainty due to
the simulation technique of reducing the number of string
segments,,7% due to the difference in the two models
used for the extrapolation out tozrec, and,5% due to the
discretization of the celestial sphere. (These errors wi
be discussed in more detail in [8].) Note that our resul
is not strongly dependent on the extrapolation out to
zrec, which makes only a small correction, lowering
the normalization ofm by 10%, in comparison to the
quoted uncertainties. Hence, adding these errors linearl
normalization to COBE yields

Gmyc2  1.0510.35
20.20 3 1026 (5)

for the cosmic string mass per unit length.
Because the spatial distribution of the cosmic string net

work is not described by Gaussian random variables, w
expect that the anisotropy pattern generated in the cosm
string scenario will be non-Gaussian at some level. At ver
small angular scales, the sharp temperature discontinuiti
across strings guarantee non-Gaussian features. One mi
hope to find a non-Gaussian signature to distinguish co
mic string models from inflationary models, for which the
anisotropy patterns are expected to be very Gaussian. O
the large DMR angular scales we are studying, howeve
we will see that many different strings contribute signifi-
cantly to each resolution element of the temperature pa
tern, so the conditions for the central limit theorem are very
well satisfied and the temperature pattern is very close t
Gaussian.

We have looked for non-Gaussianity in the distribution
function of the temperature anisotropy after smoothing ou
maps with the average DMR beam [9] model window func-
tion, an approximately 7± Gaussian beam. The distribution
function after combining all of our maps is shown in Fig. 4.
We see that the distribution, on angular scales accessib
to DMR, is very close to a normal distribution. The pixel
temperature distribution for any such single observer wil
not appear as smooth, just as for a limited sample draw
from a true normal distribution.

It has been suggested that the distribution of tempera
ture differences is a better test of non-Gaussianity tha
the temperature distribution [16,17]. In Fig. 5 we plot the
distribution of the differences in temperature of nearby
pixels. We see that for temperature differences on angula
3063
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FIG. 4. Plotted is the frequency of temperature anisotro
for all pixels in each of our 192 maps after smoothing wit
a model of the average DMR beam, an approximately±

Gaussian beam. The solid line gives a normal distribution w
zero mean and variance determined by the pixel distributi
amplitude.

separations greater than the COBE DMR 7± angular res-
olution scale, the distribution of temperature differenc
is again very close to a normal distribution. With fine
angular resolution than that probed by DMR, as may
possible with the MAP or COBRASySAMBA detectors,
the inherently non-Gaussian character of the temperat
anisotropy due to cosmic strings may be observed. W
shall further examine this and other aspects of the m
statistics in Ref. [8].

In this Letter we have presented the first computati
of large angle CMB anisotropy from cosmic strings whic
has included all of the relevant physics. Our normalizati
of m (5) is consistent with most previous work. Existin

FIG. 5. Plotted is the frequency of temperature differenc
for all pairs of pixels at a given angular separation in ea
of our 192 maps with no smoothing. The lines show
normal distribution with variance determined by the pixe
difference distribution amplitudes. The three pairs of curv
with increasing variance are for separations spanning the ran
10± 6 1±, 20± 6 1±, and40± 6 1±.
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studies of the expected large-scale CMB anisotropies fi
Gmyc2  1.5s60.5d 3 1026 [11] and1.7s60.7d 3 1026

[12] (also see [13]). Note that our results do not a
pear consistent with Coulsonet al. [17], who obtain the
higher normalizationGmyc2  2 3 1026 (they quote no
uncertainties). They use the lattice-based Smith-Vilenk
evolution algorithm in Minkowski space-time to produc
18 realizations of a 30± square patch temperature field
Our results should be more accurate because we simu
the string motion in an expanding universe, our simulatio
allows smooth variation of quantities such as the string
velocity, and our 192 full-sky realizations are comparab
to over 8800 30± patches and thus have better statistic
Our normalization ofm is also compatible with other ob-
servational constraints on cosmic strings. The bound
gravitational radiation due to pulsar timing residuals an
primordial nucleosynthesis givesGmyc2 , 5.4s61.1d 3

1026 [18]. The bound due to cosmic rays emitted b
evaporating primordial black holes formed from collapse
cosmic string loops givesGmyc2 , 3.1s60.7d 3 1026

[19]. CMB fluctuations on angular scales below 10 arc s
givesGmyc2 , 2 3 1026 at the 95% confidence level, as
suming no reionization [20]. The normalization presente
in this Letter should allow a more direct confrontation o
the cosmic string model with observations of large-sca
density inhomogeneities.
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